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Interaction of magic gold cluster with Si60 cage
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Abstract. First-principles studies are performed on Au12W@Si60 by using projector-augmented wave
(PAW) method and generalized gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation energy. The geometry,
electronic structure, orbital hybridization, and charge transfer are discussed. It is found that the magic
Au12W cluster interacts strongly with Si, thus stabilizes Si60 cage structure. Meanwhile the metal cluster
is dissociated when encapsulated in the Si60 cage, and charges are transferred from the Si cage to the metal
atoms.

PACS. 61.48.+c Fullerenes and fullerene-related materials – 36.40.Cg Electronic and magnetic properties
of clusters – 61.46.+w Nanoscale materials: clusters, nanoparticles, nanotubes, and nanocrystals –
71.20.Tx Fullerenes and related materials; intercalation compounds

Atomic clusters containing about a dozen atoms constitute
subnanoscale systems that exhibit unique size and com-
position specific properties. Assembling these clusters can
lead to a novel route for the synthesis of cluster-assembled
materials with tailored properties [1–5]. Currently there is
tremendous interest in studying Au and Si clusters. One
of the efforts in studying Au cluster is to make gold less
noble. It is well-known that bulk Au is the most noble
metal. When in nano-size, however, gold becomes chem-
ically active. This provides a new way to synthesize the
novel catalyst and nano devices like molecular conduct-
ing nano-wires [6,7]. For silicon, on the other hand, the
intense interest is motivated by the fact that silicon and
carbon belong to the same group in the periodic table,
while carbon fullerene cages and their assembled materials
can display novel electronic, optical and super-conducting
properties. These findings on carbon greatly stimulated
the world-wide interest in the study of Si cages and the
related nano structures, which have great potential appli-
cations in microelectronics. It has been found that Si20
fullerene cage can be stabilized by one metal atom [8],
and Si60 fullerene cage can not be stabilized by encap-
sulating C60 [9], while the one dimensional nano silicon
structure can be formed by doping magic Si clusters into
carbon nano tube [10].

Both Au cluster and Si cluster individually are im-
portant subjects in chemistry, physics, and materials sci-
ence. It is very interesting to study the interactions
between these two technologically important systems. In
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this paper, we explored Au12W@Si60. Recently, magic
cluster Au12W is theoretically predicted [11], and ex-
perimentally synthesized [12]. Like Al12Si and Al12Ge
clusters, Au12W cluster also has an icosahedral geome-
try, which is compatible with the symmetry and the size
of Si60 fullerene cage. We are interested in the following
questions:

(1) How is the geometry of Au12W changed when encap-
sulated into Si60 cage?

(2) How strong are the interactions between these two
clusters?

(3) How is the charge distributed between the metal core
and silicon cage, which is an extremely interesting
point.

Usually, charge will be transferred from metal to nonmetal
when they interact. But the situation is quite special for
gold, which is the most electronegative metal, comparable
to selenium, and only slightly more electropositive than
sulfur and iodine, its electron affinity is actually greater
than that of oxygen, therefore it can form compounds such
as Au−Cs+ where gold is anionic [13].

We have performed accurate ab initio calcula-
tions [14,15] using density functional theory and general-
ized gradient approximation for exchange correlation [16].
In order to optimize the geometry, a plane-wave basis
set is adopted with the projector-augmented wave (PAW)
method originally developed by Blöchl [17] and recently
adapted by Kresse and Joubert [18]. The particular ad-
vantage of the PAW method over the ultra soft pseudo
potentials is that the pseudo-augmentation-charge can be
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Fig. 1. The initial (a) and opti-
mized (b) geometries for Au12W@Si60.
The outer shell of Si60 in optimized ge-
ometry is plotted in (c). The dark balls
stand for the doped metal atoms, and
light balls for Si atoms. The pair corre-
lation distribution function for the op-
timized structure is shown in (d).

avoided. The structure optimization is symmetry unre-
stricted with conjugate-gradient algorithm. We have used
super-cells with 12 Å vacuum spaces along x-, y-, and
z-directions for all the calculated clusters. The Γ point
is used to represent the Brillouin zone due to the large
supercell. The cutoff energy is taken as 300 eV, and the
convergence criterion for energy and force is 10−4 eV and
0.01 eV/Å, respectively. The accuracy of our method was
first tested by computing the structure and properties of
Au12W. The bond lengths of W–Au and Au–Au are 2.74
and 2.88 Å, respectively, in agreement with the values of
2.75 and 2.89 Å obtained in reference [12]. Both the high-
est occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are fivefold degen-
erate with hg symmetry, and the HOMO-LUMO gap is
1.78 eV, in good agreement with experimental finding of
1.68 eV [12].

We note that the fullerene geometry of a 60-atom cage
consists of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. Au12W icosa-
hedric cluster containing 12 Au atoms on the surface,
which are situated along axes passing through the cen-
ters of the 12 pentagons of the 60-atom fullerene cage,
can conform to the structural symmetry of the fullerene.
This is shown in Figure 1a, which is used as the initial
structure for full optimization, the final optimized geome-

try is given in Figure 1b, and the outer Si shell is plotted
in Figure 1c. The pair correlation function distribution
is shown in Figure 1d. The strong interaction of Au12W
with Si60 cage completely destroyed its icosahedric geom-
etry, and Si60 cage is distorted. We define the encapsu-
lation energy as the energy difference between the com-
pound cage Au12W@Si60 and the separated cages, i.e.,
∆ = E(Au12W@Si60) − E(Au12W) − E(Si60), which is
found to be 18.32 eV, much stronger than the interac-
tions of Al12X (X = Si, Ge, Sn, Pb) clusters with Si60
cage [9]. Au12W cluster is dissociated inside the Si cage
with the average Au–Au distance of 3.13 Å. The average
Si–Au bond length is 2.83 Å, and the average Au–W dis-
tance is 2.93 Å. The whole cage has C1 symmetry with the
average diameter of 10.94 Å. We know that bulk gold is re-
garded as the noblest of all metals, even oxygen molecules
do not absorb on the gold surface at the room tempera-
ture. However, Au12W cluster can strongly interact with
Si60 cage. In this sense, the magic cluster Au12W cluster
is chemically active.

It is interesting to study the charge distribution. To be
quantitative, Wigner-Seitz cell method is used for charge
partitioning. The charge transfers are got from the charge
difference between the compound cage and the separated
ones. In this way, the errors from partitioning will be
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Fig. 2. Partial DOS (a–c) and
total DOS (d) of Au12W@Si60.
The dashed line is for Fermi
level.

cancelled to some extent. For the isolated Au12W cluster,
there is no significant charge transfer between the central
W atom and the outer Au12 cage. However, when encap-
sulated in Si60 cage, Au12W cluster is dissociated. Due to
the large electronegativity of Au, each Au atom gets some
charge with the average of 0.3 electrons, and W atom also
gets 0.25 electrons. These large charge transfers between
metal atoms and the Si60 cage result in strong interactions
and disassociated Au12W core. Meanwhile, the HOMO
and LUMO of Au12W@Si60 cage are mainly contributed
by the metal atoms, suggesting that the chemistry of the
complex cage will be controlled by the encapsulated metal
atoms. Figures 2a–2c show the partial density of states
(DOS). Due to some distortions, not all the 60 Si atoms
or all the 12 Au atoms are equivalent, therefore the aver-
age DOS is given for Si shell and Au shell, respectively.
Figure 2d is for the total DOS. We can see that the 3s
and 3p orbitals of Si atoms hybridize strongly with the 5d
and 6s orbitals of Au atoms, and the latter interacts with
the 5d and 6s orbitals of W atom. Figure 3 shows the iso-
surface plot for the total charge density distribution. The
covalent bonding among the Si atoms in the outer shell
makes the charges concentrating on the bonds.

In summary, the free Au12W cluster is energetically
magic and stable, but chemically active. It can strongly
interact with Si60 cage, resulting in a large energy gain.
In this way, Si60 cage structure is stabilized. Besides
Au12W, other magic Au clusters are also found recently,
such as Au12Mo [7], Au6Sc+, Au16Sc+, Au15Ti+, Au7M+

(M = Mn, Fe, Co) [19], and Au20 [20]. The present study
suggests that due to the special properties of Au itself,
the magic gold clusters have both energetic stability and
chemical activity, they can be used to design novel nano
structures and nano devices.

Fig. 3. Total charge distribution of Au12W@Si60 with the iso-
surface value of 0.13 e/Å3. The small white balls are for Si
atoms, and the large ones for metal atoms.
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